To Repair
or Not
Repair

THE ART OF TACKLING
UNCOMMON REPAIRS
AND EXTENSIVE DAMAGE

Underestimating the amount of work an uncommon repair or extensively damaged vehicle will require
is a mistake your shop does not want to make. To avoid this potentially costly error, it’s important that
you take the time to do the research and ensure that you’re writing a complete and accurate estimate.
IDENTIFYING COMPLEX REPAIRS

Collision repair manuals typically contain instructions for performing light to moderate repair work
on a vehicle. When instructions are missing for a part, it may be because it is an uncommon repair,
or it could be an indication that the collision has breached the structure of the vehicle and extensive
repairs are needed.
Some clues that could indicate you’re dealing with a vehicle that requires uncommon repairs or
has been heavily damaged are:
Damage that requires uncommon replacement parts
Damage that has breached the vehicle’s structure
Replacement times for the repair not included in the information provider’s guides
	Parts that do not have replacement, sectioning or repair instructions
If you see one or more of these things, you may be dealing with a complex repair that could cost more
to complete than the vehicle is worth.
When approaching a complex repair, it may be tempting to cut up a large part and only replace the
damaged sections. This is not recommended unless sectioning instructions are provided for the part
you are replacing. If no sectioning instructions exist, the component must be installed in its entirety to
the factory seam or mounting location.

Four New CRIBs
Available at:
Toyota’s Technical
Information System
(TIS)
CRIB 2020-193:
Frame Repair
& Component
Replacement

CRIB 2020-194:
Welded Outer Panel
Replacement

CRIB 2020-196:
GMAW/MIG Welding
Specifications

CRIB 2020-197:
Prevention of Metal
Contamination in
Speakers

GO TO TIS

BE CAUTIOUS AND HAVE A PLAN

To determine the best course of action for uncommon repairs or extensive damage to a vehicle,
consider these two factors:
1. C
 an the repair be made without compromising the safety of the vehicle?
2. C
 an the repair be completed in a way that is cost effective for all parties involved?
A mistake that repair shops sometimes make is that they underestimate the amount of work
an uncommon replacement component or major repair will require. For example, a part might
only cost $300, but the labor to replace it might be $3,000! To avoid underestimating costs,
take the time to perform a thorough estimate—even if it means a teardown for a complete
analysis of the repair. Conduct a complete damage assessment and develop a repair plan to
ensure that you are not repairing a vehicle that should be considered a total loss.
TOYOTA’S TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (TIS): YOUR BEST RESOURCE

Your best source for the most current, extensive repair information is Toyota’s
Technical Information System (TIS). The information is model-specific from 1990
through the current model year. There you’ll find collision repair manuals and
Toyota Collision Repair Information Bulletins (CRIBs), which provide the most
current critical updates to Toyota collision repair manuals.

NOT A TIS SUBSCRIBER? Contact your Toyota dealer for subscription details.
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